game overview
Polis PowerPlays is an urban planning and development game aimed at teaching
students and professionals the nuances of complex interactions and negotiations.
The game is played with 20-60 players and 7 groups:



Affordable Housing Advocacy
Chamber of Commerce
Community Association
Cycling Advocacy
Developers



Media



Planners






Players trade Funding and Support (a.k.a. money and social influence) to achieve
their infrastructure and concessions targets.

game rounds
phase 1: Familiarisation
Groups assemble at their table and familiarise themselves with the scenario.
Assess goals in this stage and plan how you are going to bargain with other players
to achieve your targets (paid with Support and Funding).
In the centre table Planners use the game pieces (blocks, population markers, km2
square) to build up a model of the existing conditions of the site (building heights,
retail space, population densities).
At the end of the round, Planners will make decisions and allocate Funding and
points towards targets bought with Support.
Groups will need to pledge Support to change the targets but Planners will
organize where the Funding will go at the end of the round.

phase 2: Briefing
In the centre table Developers use the game pieces (blocks, population markers,
km2 square) to build up a model of their proposal (building heights, retail spaces,
population densities).
Developers seek to achieve their targets (the Objectives on their card), as well as
hit the targets of the other groups’ Objectives paid with Support.
Developers announce their planned project, and the associated concessions for
which they are asking.

phase 3: Strategy
Return to your table and discuss the proposal internally, in relation to your group’s
position. Consider who you may negotiate with, and how to use your resources.

phase 4: Negotiation
Negotiation begins between groups. Players may leave their tables and trade
resources (Funding and Support) with others to hit their targets, as well as gather
Support to change those targets. You only have a limited amount of time, so make
every conversation count. Use the provided Action cards (two or more players can
engage in a negotiation using one card).

phase 5: Allocation & Accounting
Return to your group and work out what the outcomes are from your
negotiations. You need to decide, as a group, how to allocate your Support and
financial resources, and what promised Support and Funding you can honour.
After the allocated time, groups gather at the centre table.
1. Any groups with Promissory Notes ask to have these honoured.
2. Media resolve their readership and income, with generated Support going to
relevant categories.
3. Chamber of Commerce allocate their resources.
4. Cycling Advocacy allocate their resources.
5. Affordable Housing Advocacy allocate their resources.
6. Developers allocates their resources
7. Community Association allocate their resources.
Resources are tallied by Planners, and announced.

phase 6: Decisions
Planners make decisions and allocate funds, and points.
Infrastructure targets determine what can get built. Funding pledged to
infrastructure projects is pooled, and reallocated by Planners.

Support for and against cancel each other out. Remaining Support for the
development can be used to adjust concession points, up if for, down if against.
Planners invite every group in for consultation and announce the revised targets
and infrastructure Funding.

Phases 1–6 are repeated in Round 2.
A COMPLEXITY is introduced at the start of Round 2.

Game End
After the final planning position, tally up your points based on your Group
Objective card.

Debrief
Discussion of the game, in person or online.
What role does negotiation play in planning? What is the impact of Funding (a.k.a.
money or financial power) and Support (a.k.a. social license or influence) on urban
development? What did you learn about ethics in planning?
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